


“hunter’s moon n. also known as 
blood moon or sanguine moon—

is the first full 
moon after 
the harvest 
moon, which 
is the full 
moon nearest 
the autumnal 
equinox.”

Hello and welcome to the first year of the Hunters Moon 
Music Film and Art Festival based in the small town of 
Carrick-on-Shannon, Co Leitrim. The Hunters Moon 
Festival has been created to provide a space for musicians, 
artists, film makers and lovers of off-kilter culture to meet 
up and enjoy a mix of the psychedelic, experimental and 
droney in the Northwest of Ireland. The festival will run 
for three days from 28th - 30th of October 2011 in several 
venues across Carrick.

For those of you who are visiting Carrick for the first 
time, be sure to check out the Costello Chapel which was 
completed in April of 1879. It is the smallest chapel in 
Ireland and the second smallest in the world. Also, if you 
take a stroll up along the River Shannon, you’ll come across 
four aeolian wind harps (harps that are played by the wind) 
created by Mark Garry for Carrick-on-Shannon.

On behalf of the Hunters Moon Festival group we would 
like to thank the Dock Arts Centre, St Georges Church, 
Murtaghs Bar, Galway Hooker Beer, Jamie Farrell, John 
Cronogue, Liam Farrell, Mick the Barber and the Leitrim 
Development Company and all our lovely helpers and 
volunteers. We would also like to give a big thank you to 
everyone who supported us in our fund raising campaign. 
We couldn’t have gotten here without you!

Willie, Natalia & Caroline

This project received grant aid from the Leitrim Development Company Rural 
Development Programme which is financed by the Irish Government under the Rural 

DevelopmentProgramme Ireland 2007-2013 and by the European Agricultural Fund for Rural 
Development: Europe investing in Rural Areas.



FESTIVAL 
INFORMATION:
FESTIVAL BOX OFFICE: 
LOCATED BESIDE MURTAGH’S BAR, 
MAIN STREET, CARRICK-ON-SHANNON
The Box Office will be open from:
Friday 28th  2pm–10pm  
Saturday 29th  11am–8pm  
Sunday 30th  12pm - 8pm  

(Exchange your tickets and confirmation emails for a weekend wristband at the 
Box Office)

After the Festival Box Office closes, you can pick up wristbands and purchase tickets 
at the Dock Arts Centre, Georges Terrace, Carrick-on-Shannon.

TICKET PRICES: 
Weekend Ticket: €55
AVAILBLE IN THE LEITRIM DESIGN HOUSE leading up to the festival (in the 
Dock Arts Centre, Georges Terrace, Carrick-on-Shannon)

Night Time Performances at the Dock €15 per night
Tickets for night time performances will go on sale from 8:30pm at the Dock for 
that evening’s performance and are available for purchase on the door subject to 
availability.

huntersmoonfestival.wordpress.com

FESTIVAL BAR: MURTAGHS BAR featuring 
GRAVEYARD SOUNDS aka SKINNY 
WOLVES and more
Murtaghs Bar is the official festival bar for the Hunters Moon Weekend. We will 
have festival deejays spinning tunes on Friday from 4–8pm, Saturday 12–8pm and 
Sunday 12–8pm.
Murtaghs is also offering 10% off all meals with a festival wristband (and a menu to 
include vegetarian and vegan options.)

Keep your eye out for the Festival Market on Saturday and Sunday afternoon. 
Check for location and information at the Box Office.

PS. Please note! Sunday Night will be a Fancy Dress Night!

http://huntersmoonfestival.wordpress.com/
huntersmoonfestival@gmail.com



MUSICAL ACTS
see back pages for timetable >>

AKKE PHALLUS DUO 
From the ever evolving experimental Sheffield 
music scene and the ever expanding Singing 
Knives record label, we are delighted to 
welcome the performance of this duo 
collaboration between Jon Marshall of The 
Hunter Gracchus and the Singing Knives 
record label and Ben Morris of Chora.

BLUE YODEL 
Blue Yodel is the perfectly named vocal solo 
adventure of Hunter Gracchus member and 
Singing Knives Records co-captain Fiona 
Kennedy. ‘The Creation of the World and 
Expulsion from Paradise’ is her first solo full-
length release. Folk music comes to mind when 
describing Blue Yodel’s sound. Folk music from 
the last 200 years, from all over the world, 
that has been mashed together, distorted and 
regathered in a unique new form.

BOYS OF SUMMER 
Boys of Summer are a Dublin based trio that embody the analogue synthesizer sound 
combined with tape delays to create a contemporary electric drone reminiscent of 
the type of sounds coming out of basements and art spaces in Berlin in the 1970’s. 
The drones will only be a base for what will really be going on in your ears and mind.

BLOOD STEREO 
No strangers to weekends full of noise, confusion and soul searching, Blood Stereo 
have taken flight to bestow their tape loops of minimal/marginal/destructive life 
lessons onto our autumn festival of psychedelic bliss. Embrace them when you see 
them, just don’t mention track bike polo.



TONY CONRAD 
We are delighted to welcome one of the founders of 
minimalism and drone to Carrick-on-Shannon and 
to have the legendary Tony Conrad performing at our 
festival! Tony Conrad’s artistic creativity cannot be 
subsumed by any one category. Film-maker, painter, 
video and performance artist, Tony has been pushing 
beyond the mundane since the 1960’s. We’re not quite 
sure what his performance will entail, but don’t be 
surprised if you feel a sudden urge to run to the nearest 
skip and start banging away on anything you can find 
while you invent new genres of music every two minutes. 
Another one to tick off the gig wish list. Welcome to 
Leitrim, Tony!!

CIRCULUS 
Hunters Moon Festival is a hail and a gathering of spirits for the eve of Samhain. Also 
present in many forms will be the good people (aka fairies) and other dwellers of the 
Hawthorn Tree and the many hedge rows that surround County Leitrim. Circulus will 
take the stage 30 minutes after the Samhain festivities begin in which time the room 
will be overflowing with souls of the overground and the underground. Spirits of a 
good and dubious nature will come together to celebrate this time when the other 
world ascends from the portal at Oweynagat (aka The Cave of the Cats) and unites in 
the glow of the mushroom pixie space rock that is Circulus.

DYLAN NYOUKIS 
Does the quote “at the forefront of free vocal and bluubbbb 
bllaa bleee blooodd vocal style” appropriately sum up what 
Dylan Nyoukis does? If I tell you that when you go to see 
Dylan Nyoukis, that you will be staring at a man who, in 
a frenzied state, gasps, gulps, cries and does so with no 
remorse and that he is on a mission to reach the very bottom 
of your soul, will that make you feel slightly upset? Can he be 
summed up as vocal violation? I’m afraid you’ll have to make 
up your own mind. I‘m going to my happy place now.



BELA EMERSON 
Armed with a cello and a plethora of 
effects pedals, Brighton based musician 
Bela Emerson manifests a spiraling world 
of bleeps, drones, clacks, and soft and 
harsh sweeps of sound. She takes you from 
mesmerizing minimalism to a one woman 
orchestra of electronic resonance.

GNOD 
Rarely does a band manage to pull off a 
true psychedelic rock sound and turn a 
gig into an esoteric gathering of the higher 
conscientiousness and make the audience feel 
like laser beams are shooting through their 
bodies and that their brains are floating up into 
the air and forming a sort of ritual dance that 
has always been there, but you never tried hard 
enough to unleash it. Gnod are the soundtrack 
to your journey to the next level. In Gnod we 
trust.

FUZZY HELL 
Fuzzy Hell is one of those secrets you 
never hear about because she is hidden 
away somewhere in the depths of Ireland 
with some effects pedals and a tape 
recorder, only peeking her head out when 
she hears the rumble of cosmic sounds 
blowing in off the River Shannon. Fuzzy 
Hell is wonderfully sweetly melodic but 
has a hard time staying away from the 
darker side of things. Grab the nearest 
cat and cuddle up, but beware, a cat is 
only a cat.

HERV 
Herv is the guy you can’t see at the other end 
of the room, because he is hidden by a stack 
of gadgets and mixing boards, but he is the 
guy who is making the entire room jump 
and dance. He started with a circuit bent 
Nintendo Gameboy and has since moved on 
to more forms of electronic gadgets. Herv is 
a concoction of multiplying break beats with 
dancey drones being played by a neurotic 
robot band.



STEPHANIE HLADOWSKI 
Stephanie Hladowski’s music is not of this age. 
It comes from a time when battles were fought 
and barbaric soldiers, knights and creatures 
ravaged the lands for the right of what was 
good vs what was evil. Stephanie’s music is so 
primitive and raw that it’s beauty and darkness 
are rolled into one perfect sound. Taking 
inspiration from all corners of the globe, 
Stephanie Hladowski is a singer that must be 
heard to be believed.

DAVE LACEY & PAUL VOGEL 
When Dave Lacey & Paul Vogel get together 
to improvise music, the result comes out in 
a rigid angle. Lacey handles the percussion 
while Vogel opts for full on electronics. If the 
frequencies on their ‘Chip Shop’ titled CD are 
anything to go by, please leave all dogs and 
other small animals outside.

THE HUNTER GRACCHUS 
Taking their band name from the title of a 
short story by Franz Kafka sets the surrealistic 
feel that this hypnotic Sheffield trio create 
when they gather instruments from all over the 
world and push them to their sonic limits of 
improvisation on a see-saw of chaos and order 
with a raw primitive edge.

NUADA 
Usually performing at Renaissance fairs and 
Re-enactment events and recently settled to Co 
Leitrim, Nuada are about as purist as you can get 
when it comes to Celtic, Folk and Early dance 
music. Their arsenal of instruments is almost like a 
musical history lesson and includes everything from 
Hurdy Gurdy, to Appalachian dulcimer, Bouzouki, 
Laud, Chalmeaux, Lute, Crumhorn, Bagpipes, 
Recorders, Flutes, Whistles, Ocarina all the way to 
the Gemshorn (an early form of recorder made out 
a goat’s horn). There is no better way to welcome 
a Sunday than with Nuada filling the walls of St. 
Georges Church with their groovy sound.



AINE O’DWYER 
To quote one fan’s description of Aine 
O’Dwyer’s music, “Your beauty is multiplexed 
in contemplation of your multidimensional 
effervescence. I sense wild vapors of sweet 
champagne in your larynx.” We expect the 
stonework of St. Georges Church to sway, 
embrace and become overjoyed by the wall of 
delicate sound that Aine O’Dwyer can create. 
If Valhalla is a real place, we may just see it 
open up for us as the roof of the church slowly 
pulls back to reveal the bright shinning sky 
above.

PLINTH 
Plinth is the different moods of Michael 
Tanner recorded in a beautiful low-fi manner 
and layered in a delicate stream of ambient 
and atmospheric melodies which will swirl 
around the ceiling of St Georges Church. This 
will be the quiet before the storm.

PART WILD HORSES MANE ON BOTH 
SIDES 
Originally from Lyon, France and now based 
in Manchester, Part Wild Horses Mane On Both 
Sides have been described as ‘avant-primitivism 
of real beauty.’ A minimal flute backing paired 
with scrambling percussion, this is one for fans 
of sporadic rhythms and haunting refrains.

RAISING HOLY SPARKS 
If you see a man in a cape wailing around the 
floor distributing flashes of sound into the air 
then you know you are witnessing Raising Holy 
Sparks.



SABRE SERIES 
Sabre Series came together when Gavin Prior found himself recording with United 
Bible Studies in the same isolated cottage in the hills of Tipperary where Suzanne 
Walsh was obsessing over liminal zones, the Large Hadron Collider and what 
happened to the last wolves killed in Ireland. They were surrounded by horses and 
wilder creatures and nocturnal presences found their way into Prior’s song ‘The 
Shivering.’ Sabre Series songs are mostly concerned with the fleeting moments when 
the subconscious and external worlds push against and illuminate each other.

SEA DOG 
The thin veil that separates the human 
world to the spirit world will be at it’s 
weakest point this Samhain, as thunderous 
riffs and rumbling low end cascade from 
the River Shannon up towards Carrick. 
The scurvy tyrants known as Sea Dog arm 
themselves with guitars, cosmic vibes, rum 
and intentions to rock. Hailing from the 
water of psychedelic grooves - Sea Dog is the 
embodiment of The Hunters Moon Festival 
in the form of a guitar cabinet and a good 
time.

SHARRON KRAUS 
It is probably best to see Sharron Kraus 
perform either under a tree in a forest, 
in a chapel or in a graveyard. Her own 
melancholic brand of traditional style 
English folk music will haunt your ears and 
make you want to leave your shoes on the 
ground and enter into a fairy tale land. Do 
not miss this opportunity to see her in the 
intimate setting of St Georges Church. It 
will be magical.



TOYMONGER 
The ‘monger play amplified sheets-o’steel, harmonic guitars, drum machines, circuit 
bent cheap keyboards; the usual detritus. In any case the equipment is constantly 
breaking down and is never fetishist. The atmospheres created are always more 
important than mere experimental tinkering. Live, they emanate power through an 
aggression that ploughs the sound along and throws you over. It’s thick like concrete 
but soulful and humane.

UNITED BIBLE STUDIES 
United Bible Studies, when together in the same 
room, count up to over a hundred members. 
The group has a long history of musicians 
passing through. One UBS member describes 
the project as “an ever expanding musical 
beast.” The overall emphasis of the band 
moves towards improvisation based around 
participating members’ preferred instruments 
and inspirations. No UBS set has ever been the 
same and neither has the genre. It’s like a Lucky 
Dip.

JENNIFER WALSHE 
Jennifer Walshe is a self-proclaimed lover 
of flawed or redundant sounds. She is also 
only one character of her many multiple 
personalities, alter egos and egos combined. 
Like many musicians performing at the 
festival, it is hard to describe exactly what 
Jennifer Walshe does in terms of the sounds 
she creates, either with her voice, with tape 
recorders, by ripping paper or snapping twigs 
or with a full orchestra. Jennifer manages to 
pull music and rhythms out of places where 
before there were only singular sounds that 
were in no way connected.



WIZARDS OF FIRETOP MOUNTAIN 
If the year was 1975, Wizards of Fire Top Mountain would be touring the stadium 
circuit. Their classic hard rock sound is as true in its presentation as it is in it’s 
influence. Their thunderous riffs are truly summoned down from Firetop Mountain. 
There’s gonna be some dancing!

WöLFLINGE
Vicky Langan’s performances as Wölflinge 
have been described as ‘rituals’ - intimate, 
dark, warm but discomforting and very 
emotionally charged. Personal release is 
what drives Vicky Langan’s music to where 
it needs to go and by all means she’ll be 
taking us with her.

WOVEN SKULL 
Enter the forest and seek the pond where the mating calls of the frogs mix with a 
mandola riff endlessly repeating and you have found the lair of the Woven Skull.



Main Sponsor of the Hunters Moon Festival

10% OFF ALL FOOD FOR ATTENDEES OF THE FESTIVAL 
Live DJs in the Main Bar on Friday 4 to 8pm, 

Saturday and Sunday Noon to 8pm

Murtaghs Bar, Main Street, Carrick On Shannon 
phone 071 961 6821 - www.murtaghsbar.ie - www.facebook.com/murtaghsbar

3 FLOORS OF FREE ENTERTAINMENT 

ALL WEEKEND
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THE ARTS TRAIL
An Arts Trail will wind it’s way through the streets on Carrick over the weekend of the 
festival. Maps of the Arts Trail are available at the Box Office. All art spaces are free 
and open to the public. Thanks to the keen eye and the hard work of our art curator, 
Caroline Walshe.

Hammond Organ 
An Snag Breac
An Snag Breac is Irish for the magpie, and represents 
the raiding and hoarding of unwanted objects, natural 
and artificial. It is the pseudonym of a Roscommon-
based artist creating assemblages of phantasmagorical 
creatures from the discarded detritus of the natural 
and manufactured world. Mixed media include textiles, 
wood, taxidermy using road kill animals, skin and 
discarded objects. Plastic golems of flesh and bone, 
queer syntheses of steel, wood, skin and fleece, reflect 
on and recycle the workings of the inner world, both natural and psychological.

Unknown Thing 
Elizabeth Archbold
Unknown Thing is a series of new paintings that 
continue the artist’s exploration of the transient nature 
with which we perceive views in passing, the reality 
of which we can never be fully aware. Drawing on 
early German Expressionist cinema for its technical 
visual effects of expressing the uncanny and other 
worldly these paintings aim to evoke a sense between 
the familiar and the fantastical, where experience is 
informed by imagination and uncertainty.
Elizabeth Archbold lives and works in Dublin. She graduated with B.A. Honours in 
Painting from Dublin Institute of Technology in 2002.  Since then she has exhibited 
widely in Ireland and abroad.  Recent group exhibitions include; 179th Royal Hibernian 
Academy Annual Exhibition, Éigse Carlow Arts Festival, and solo show Peripheral 
Aspect in RUA RED, South Dublin Arts Centre in 2010.  

For the Birds 
Ciaran Coghlan
My work deals with birds, the hunters of 
the skies. Many of my subjects are native 
to Ireland and some are not. I work from 
photography (both my own and found 
photographs) of birds in their natural 
habitats. I remove them from their natural 
setting and place them in a very different 
scenario. Through the use of colour 
combinations and repetitive patterns, I 
create backdrops for the birds of a foreign 
and yet, somehow, familiar nature. My aim 
is to fuse both the natural and unnatural, the familiar with the unfamiliar.
Ciaran is a recent graduate of Cluian Mhuire, GMIT, having received a Higher 
Diploma in Fine Art in 2010. He specializes in Painting and has developed a unique 
style combining acrylics, spray paint and oil resulting in layered images. His reference 
material ranges from his own photographs to found images and internet imagery.

Paintings 
Karen Constance
Karen Constance is a self taught artist 
from Scotland, now residing in Brighton.  
She began painting at the age of 30 and has 
recently moved from painting to collage, 
she has shown her work in Brighton, 
Germany, Edinburgh, Copenhagen, Israel, 
America, and now Ireland.



koh-lee-op-ter-uh 
Michelle Doyle
“A terrible, beetle-browed, mastiff-mouthed, yellow-
skinned, broad-bottomed, grim-taciturn individual; with 
a pair of dull-cruel-looking black eyes, and as much 
Parliamentary intellect and silent-rage in him ... as I 
have ever seen in any man.” - Thomas Carlyle
This piece is a furnishing and as such it can be viewed 
or it can disappear into the background. It not only 
pays homage to the Victorian Wallpaper designs of 
William Morris but also the early stop motions of 
Ladislas Starevich, which also featured insects.
Michelle Doyle is an artist living and studying 
in NCAD in Dublin. Her work varies from video and sculpture to sound projects. 
Michelle is interested in how people visually communicate as well as how traditional 
mediums can be represented in contemporary ways.

‘gaunt death has no face / as in no face’ 
Kit Fryatt
‘gaunt death has no face / as in no face’
terrifying, mercifully short in duration owing to lack 
of suitable hosts, tends to recur
y.pest.is 
a pestilential sequence of spoken word performances
for troubled times
Kit Fryatt was born in Tehran in 1978.  She has lived 
in Ireland since 1999.

she lives 
Jane Lives
A taxidermist who is really a print-maker that 
spends a lot of time making lace. One quarter 
wereworm, a Dubh Linn dwelling toxik talismanik 
kreature. Hunter gatheress of feral children, 
teeth, prints, books and sleep. Hypertrichosis, 
feral forest freakout, hirsutism, Red cap, Lionel, 
Angela Carter, Wolf Girl, Jo Jo, Hairy Jack, 
Bearded ladies, Bakshi, Burns & Bearina gestate, 
mutate and contribute to my own melt movie 
microcosmic mythology. 
After graduating from the National College of Art 
and Design with a Degree in Fine Art Printmaking in 2008, Jane was awarded a 
scholarship with the Graphic Studio Dublin where she remains a member to this day. 
Jane also spent time in the Rhode Island School of Design (RISD). In recent times 
Jane has focused her attention on learning the art of Irish lace making and taxidermy, 
while continuing to primarily focus her drawings through printmaking. As of this 
year, Jane has returned to NCAD to complete an MFA. 

Fotograft 
Helen Marie McBride
By the light of the Hunter’s Moon prey is exposed 
to capture. To photograph something is to expose it 
to light and capture it.  It often involves an element 
of stalking. This work is anchored on this idea. The 
amount, intensity and duration of light a subject 
is exposed to dictates the result of the captured 
shot. This series will show what happens when 
something is captured and grafted onto another by 
the process of double or multiple exposures on film. 
The hunt is planned but the prey is unpredictable.
Helen Marie McBride was born in Dublin, raised in 
Limerick, studied in Cork and is currently studying 
in Dublin. A camera is her tool of choice to realise 
how she sees the world through screwy eyes.



Deer Ladies
Helen McDonnell
The Deer Ladies draws upon the art of textiles and 
tattooing in a new work extending the use of found 
objects.
The 7 sculptural pieces in this series have been 
shaped around shop mannequins using the unlikely 
materials of Cellotape and tissue paper, to give the 
body forms in lightness and translucency.
The delicate porcelain like surface is emblazoned 
with bold motifs stitched in scarlet threads.
The work is displayed with an original sound score 
by avant musician Hornby. Using the sound of the 
tattoo machine, recorded in Helen’s tattoo studio, 
Skullduggery Tatu.
Helen lives in Belfast and runs Skullduggery Tatu 
Shop.

Gigposters 
Glyn Smyth
Whether it’s designing an album cover, drawing a 
t-shirt or printing a poster, I take influence from a 
wide variety of sources, both ancient and modern. 
In particular, I find myself drawn to imagery and 
themes prevalent in the worlds of folklore, magick 
and Forteana, as well as more classical influences. 
I use a range of techniques encompassing both 
traditional and digital media, but also enjoy the art 
of printmaking, particularly screen-printing.
Glyn Smyth is a Belfast based illustrator and graphic 
designer operating under the moniker of Scrawled 
Design. Over the last few years, he has ventured 
into the gig poster scene and has produced limited 
edition posters for touring metal acts at venues 
both local and abroad. He is a regular exhibitor at 
Flatstock Europe and earlier this year attended Flatstock 29 in Austin, Texas as a 
representative of the UK Poster Association. 

Nine Wolves  
Eva Walsh
Fairytales and their symbolism inspired the creation of this installation. They are 
essentially stories of human behavior in the form of metaphorical moral tales of 
opposites containing good and bad, right and wrong, light and dark. They tend to serve 
as warnings against the dark side of human nature through the negative depiction of 
wild animals, such as the wolf, as this dark hidden aspect of the human psyche.
The luminosity of the wolf jaw bowls metaphorically is like the reversal of the concept 
of light and dark aspects of the human psyche: the bowls, the symbol of our ‘dark’ 
instinctive nature, are illuminated and brought to light.
Eva graduated from Edinburgh College of Art in July 2010 with a BA(Hons) Glass. 
She was awarded with the Scottish Glass Society Prize ‘Best Glass Work in Edinburgh 
College of Art Degree Show’.
Eva was the recent recipient of a workshop residency and bursary at Fire Station 
Artists’ Studios in Dublin, commencing in January 2012.



OPENING of TIM KERR’S EXHIBITION and 
FESTIVAL KICK-OFF
FRIDAY 28th OCTOBER – 8 PM
THE DOCK, CARRICK-ON-SHANNON 

We are delighted to kick off the festival with the opening of “Seek 
What They Sought,” an exhibition of paintings by Tim Kerr.

Tim Kerr’s Biography
If self-expression has no boundaries, why do people keep putting labels on it?

For those of you with scorecards, Tim Kerr’s first art award was winning a fire 
prevention poster contest in elementary school.  He had a wonderful childhood but 
by high school? It was apparent to Tim and everyone around him that he was not like 
anybody else. Like any self-respecting artistic outcast in Texas, he moved to Austin 
after graduation where he has lived ever since with his wife Beth. He earned a degree 
in painting and photography at the University of Texas in Austin and studied the latter 
with Garry Winogrand.  

After college graduation, Tim became involved musically and artistically with the early 
stages of the DIY (Do It Yourself) punk/hardcore/self expression movement. The idea 
that anyone could and should participate in self-expression burst every door and window 
inside of him wide open.  Journalists and critics have cited bands that Tim was a member 
of as having been a major factor in starting everything from punkfunk, skaterock, grunge, 
and garage; and all have played an important role in what is known, for better or worse, 
as the US indie scene today. The Big Boys, Poison 13, Bad Mutha Goose, Lord High 
Fixers,and Monkey Wrench are just some of the bands Tim was a founding member of.  
Some of Tim’s art from then is now in books depicting that period. 

           Tim is now being asked to show his artwork in the US and abroad from galleries 
including PS1 in New York, 96 Gillespie in London, Slowboy Gallery in Germany, 
and Hyde Park Art Center in Chicago. He was also given a residency through Void 
Gallery in Derry, Northern Ireland.

Tim was inducted into the Texas Music Hall of Fame by popular vote in 1996 which 
he says he is still honored, humbled, and confused by. The Experience Music Project 
Museum in Seattle asked to record an oral history with him in 2000 and he has 

donated a lot of his personal archives to the Austin History Library.  He composes and 
records music for several choreographers who work in Austin.  He created soundtrack 
work for films such as Bill Daniel’s documentary, “Bozo Texino”, and Jan Krawitz 
documentary, “Drive In Blues”. Tim’s art is on album covers, posters, skateboard 
graphics, and advertisements. Through all of this, Tim worked at the University of 
Texas at Austin Libraries.  From 1990 till 2000, along with his library job, he also 
worked in a stained glass studio building windows, fusing and sandblasting glass.

Through all of his life, he has never felt comfortable with labels and their restrictions.  
When someone confines him to one label, they do themselves and Tim a disservice. 
He is painting more than ever now and is now playing Irish and Old Time String Band 
music with friends in Austin and wherever his travels take him. In Tim’s own words, 
“I’m not dead yet.  I am still active and as proud as I am of all that has happened before, 
I hope I have not seen the best thing yet.”
In the words of his friend Dan Higgs, “Keep Breathing til you stop, because there’s a 
whole lot of todays before tomorrow.”



EXPERIMENTAL SHORT 
FILMS CINEMA
FRIDAY – SATURDAY – SUNDAY 

Our experimental short films cinema will have a selection of shorts on rotation by:
Rouzbeh Rashidi
Maximilian Le Cain
Vicky Langan
Sarah Lundy
Sayed Kamran Ali
Stephen Rennicks
amongst others

Full details of the films will be available at the Box Office.

THE SCHLOCK & HORROR CINEMOBILE

SATURDAY 29TH OCTOBER & 
SUNDAY 30TH OCTOBER 
5–10pm, Leitrim County Council parking lot

Cinema Northwest’s 100 seater cinema truck will be making a 
stop at Hunters Moon Festival on Saturday and Sunday night 
for some horror and schlock classics.

DAY OF THE DEAD PROCESSION
SUNDAY 30TH OCTOBER,  6PM - 7PM 
Meet at THE DOCK, CARRICK ON SHANNON 
Free and Open to the Public – All Ages Welcome

Join Baroness Dimanche and her living-impaired cohort for a guided walk through 
the town of Carrick on Shannon, taking in the wondrous and divers visual art on 
display for the Hunter’s Moon Art Trail.

Many mythologies and traditions around the world speak of times and places where 
the dead walk among us.  In Ireland (and much of Western Europe), we disguise 
our children as these undead specters and send them from house to house to collect 
offerings to placate these uncanny forces.

So cast off your trappings of maturity and join this carnival of spirits and monsters 
with your own impersonation of a post-senior-citizen: come and collect offerings of 
aesthetic and creative gems that shimmer along the Art Trail!

Please note! Sunday evening performances will be a fancy dress affair!



The Bush Craft Yard
Carrick-on-Shannon, Co. Leitrim

The Very Small Gallery
Sculptures to Landscapes, 
Contemporary Art to Local Scenes,
Wide selection of Prints, Cards & Jewellery,
Art to suit everybody,
Weds – Sat; 11-6pm or by appointment 087-294 3853

Crafty Cave & Herb Garden
Crafty Cave a treasure trove of gifts, Incense, Buddhas, 
Piercings Jewellery, Wine Kits, Smoking Accessories, New 
Stock arrives on a regular basis.
Now Used Books upstairs covering every topic .
Mon – Sat 11-6pm 



HUNTERS MOON
2011 TimeTable
Line – Up 
Friday 28th Oct
The Dock Arts Centre 
(Friday Evening Tickets Available for this Event on the Door)

8.00 pm – 9.00 pm Tim Kerr Art Opening with Live Act

9.00 pm – 10.00 pm Deejay

10.00 pm – 11.00 pm Tony Conrad

11.30 pm – 12.00 am Toymonger

12.30 am – 1.10 am  The Hunter Gracchus

1:10 am – 3:00 am  Kaboogie DJ

Saturday 29th Oct
St Georges Church

1.35 pm – 2.05 pm  Aine O’Dwyer

2.15 pm – 2.45 pm  Stephanie Hladowski

3.00 pm – 3.30 pm  Part Wild Horses Mane on Both Sides

3.45 pm – 4.30 pm  Sharron Kraus

The Dock Arts Centre

5.00 pm – 5.20 pm  Boys of Summer

5.35 pm – 6.05 pm  Blue Yodel

6.20 pm – 6.50 pm  Lacey & Vogel

7.05 pm – 8.35 pm  Akke Phallus Duo

The Dock Arts Centre 
(Saturday Evening Tickets Available for this Event on the Door)

9.30 pm – 10.00 pm Sabre Series

10.20 pm – 11.00 pm Sea Dog

11.20 pm – 12.00 am Blood Stereo

12.20 am – 1.30 am  GNOD

1:10 am – 3:00 am  Kaboogie DJS

huntersmoonfestival.wordpress.com



Sunday 30th Oct
St Georges Church

1.00 pm – 1.30 pm  Nuada

1.40 pm – 2.00 pm  Woven Skull

2.15 pm – 2.45 pm  Jennifer Walshe

3.00 pm – 3.30 pm  Plinth

3.45 pm – 4.30 pm  Bela Emerson

The Dock Arts Centre

5.00 pm – 5.20pm  Fuzzy Hell

5.35 pm – 6.05 pm  Wölflinge

6.20 pm – 6.50 pm  Raising Holy Sparks

7.05 pm – 8.35 pm  Dylan Nyoukis

The Dock Arts Centre 
(Sunday Evening Tickets Available for this Event on the Door)

9.30 pm – 9.10 pm  United Bible Studies

10.20 pm – 11.00 pm Herv

1.20 pm – 12.00 am  Wizards of Fire Top Mountain

12.30 am – 1.30 am  Circulus

1:10 am – 3:00 am  Halloween Dance Party




